
Positive Emotions: Vocabulary List

List 1 List 2 List 3

1. admire
2. amuse
3. astonish
4. charm
5. energize
6. exhaust
7. fulfill
8. please
9. soothe
10. thrill

1. adore
2. approve
3. calm
4. encourage
5. entertain
6. fascinate
7. gratify
8. reassure
9. relieve
10. surprise

1. amaze
2. assure
3. challenge
4. comfort
5. excite
6. flatter
7. interest
8. relax
9. satisfy
10. tempt

Glossary

Verb Definition Example Sentence

admire
• look up to; think of someone as a

hero
• I really admire people who can speak

several languages.

adore
• love; have strong, positive

feelings about something
• Jonathan adores his children.  He would

do anything for them.

amaze • surprise greatly • The magician’s tricks amazed the crowd

amuse • cause someone to laugh or smile
• The monkeys swinging in the branches

amused the crowd in the zoo.

approve (of)
• think that something is good;

agree with
• The principal approved of the students

idea to help the community.

assure
• make someone feel confident;

promise

• The injured player assured his
teammates that he wasn’t seriously
hurt.

astonish • surprise or shock greatly
• The Scottish comeback against Kenya

in the Rugby World Cup was
astonishing.

calm
• take away someone’s bad

feelings
• The trainer used a soft, soothing voice

to calm the frightened horse.

challenge • give someone a difficult task
• Finishing everything on time will be a

challenge, but we can do it.

charm • be very nice to someone
• The audience was charmed by the cute

little girl on stage.



comfort • make someone feel better
• The losing team was comforted by the

knowledge that they had played well.

encourage
• give someone support,

confidence or hope
• The latest unemployment numbers are

encouraging to economists.

energize
• give someone power or

excitement
• The coach energized the team with a

great halftime speech.

entertain • provide someone with enjoyment
• A comedian entertained the audience

before the main show began.

excite
• cause strong feelings of

happiness or anticipation
• Every year, Christmas excites children

around the world.

exhaust • make someone really, really tired
• My wife was exhausted after shopping

all day on Black Friday.

fascinate
• make someone really, really

interested
• My grandfather had a fascination with

classic cars.

flatter
• to praise or to complement, but

usually you don’t mean it
• The student tried to get a higher grade

by flattering her teacher.

fulfill
• get happiness or satisfaction

from achieving a goal
• Spending three days volunteering was

really fulfilling.

gratify • give satisfaction or fulfillment
• I was gratified to see my students using

Moodle and improving as a result.

interest
• make someone want to learn

more about a subject
• Taylor has always had an interest in

science.

please • cause someone to feel happy
• It is pleasing to watch children grow into

good adults.

reassure • make someone stop worrying
• Lyla spoke reassuringly to her students,

who were worried about the final exam.

relax
• make someone feel calm; make

someone feel less tense
• The hot water in the Jacuzzi relaxed the

tired skiers.

relieve • cause someone to stop worrying
• It was such a relief to hear that Kevin

wasn’t injured in the crash.

satisfy • feel like you have enough
• It gave the coach a lot of satisfaction to

see her players improve.

soothe • make someone relaxed and calm
• Tea with honey is very soothing for a

sore throat.

surprise
• a mild feeling when something

unexpected happens
• The final score of the game was a little

surprising.  I thought it would be closer.

tempt
• make someone want (to do)

something
• Another piece of pie is very tempting,

but I’m too full to eat anything else.

thrill
• a strong feeling of excitement or

pleasure
• The new roller coaster has thrilled

guests at the park all summer.


